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ABSTRACT 
Wave pipelining is the technique which increases the throughput and speed up the pipelined logic circuit without insertion of 
intermediate registers/latches.  FPGAs are becoming a powerful tool for implementing high-performance digital signal processing 
(DSP) applications. DSP blocks consist of hardware multipliers, adders, subtractors, accumulators, and pipeline registers. With the 
ability to support large number of multipliers, FPGAs provide the best performance compared to alternative implementations. So 
an efficient implementation of multipliers is the key for cost effective solution of DSP applications .This work deals with design and 
synthesis of 16×16 Vedic multiplier in pipeline architecture & wave pipelined architecture and compares its performance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 DSP blocks:  

The computation blocks of Digital Signal Processors are Multiplier, Multiplier and Accumulator Unit 

(MAC) , shifter & Arithmetic and Logic unit(ALU). The DSP blocks eliminate performance bottlenecks in DSP 

applications, provide predictable and reliable performance, and result in resource savings without compromising 

performance. Each computational block of the DSP should be optimized for functionality and speed and in the 

meanwhile the design should be sufficiently general so that it can be easily integrated with other blocks to 

implement overall DSP systems 

 

1.2 DSP blocks Multiplier:  

Multipliers and their associated circuits (adders, subtracter, and accumulators) consume a significant 

portion of most DSP applications. Therefore, it makes sense to increase their performance/size efficiency by 

customization. 

The key features to be considered for a multiplier are: 

1. Accuracy 

2. Dynamic range 

3. Speed 

The number of bits used to represent the operands decides the accuracy and the dynamic range of the 

multiplier. Whereas speed is decided by the architecture employed. If the multipliers are implemented using 

hardware, the speed of execution will be very high but the circuit complexity will also increases considerably. 

Thus there should be a tradeoff between the speed of execution and the circuit complexity. Hence the choice of 

the architecture normally depends on the application. There are different types of multipliers Parallel 

multipliers, serial parallel multiplier, shift and add multiplier, array multiplier, guild multiplier [14],Vedic 

http://www.altera.com/devices/fpga/stratix-fpgas/stratix/stratix/features/stx-dsp.html#multipliers
http://www.altera.com/devices/fpga/stratix-fpgas/stratix/stratix/features/stx-dsp.html#adders
http://www.altera.com/devices/fpga/stratix-fpgas/stratix/stratix/features/stx-dsp.html#adders
http://www.altera.com/devices/fpga/stratix-fpgas/stratix/stratix/features/stx-dsp.html#adders
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multiplier etc. used in DSP application. This work deals with performance comparison of Vedic multiplier 

architecture in Pipelined and Wave pipelined fashion. 

 

1.3 Vedic Multiplier design:  

Vedic mathematics is the name given to the ancient Indian system of mathematics that was recovered in 

early twentieth century, A simple digital multiplier (referred henceforth as Vedic multiplier) architecture based 

on the Urdhva Triyakbayam (Vertically and Cross wise) Sutra is presented, This Sutra was traditionally used for 

the multiplication of two decimal numbers relatively in less time. The multiplier is based on an algorithm 

Urdhva Tiryakbhyam (Vertical & Crosswise) of ancient Indian Vedic Mathematics. Urdhva Tiryakbhyam Sutra 

is a general multiplication formula applicable to all cases of multiplication. It literally means “Vertically and 

crosswise”. It is based on a novel concept through which the generation of all partial products can be done with 

the concurrent addition of these partial products. The parallelism in generation of partial products and their 

summation is obtained using Urdhava Triyakbhyam. The algorithm can be generalized for n x n bit number [15] 

 

For example 8*8 Multiplication: 

 A = A7  A6  A5  A4  A3  A2  A1  A0  = 10101110  &  B = B7  B6  B5  B4  B3 B2  B1  B0   = 00110101 
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1.4 Conventional Pipelined Technique: 

It is a technique to improve the throughput of digital systems where the combinational Logic is divided into 

smaller combinational logic. The latch/register is inserted between each smaller Combinational logic and each 

register triggered by common clock shown in Figure.1. The clock period used in conventional pipelined 

technique is depends on setup, hold time, maximum path delay and skew given in equation (1).  

 

 
Fig.1: Pipelined Architecture 

 

TCLK = TSETUP + THOLD +DMAX + TSKEW           (1) 

 

Where TCLK = clock period, TSETUP = setup time THOLD =hold time, DMAX = longest path delay between 

combinational logic, TSKEW = clock skew Even conventional pipelined technique improve the throughput of the 

digital systems it has some drawbacks such as increase in latency and area due to placing of latch/register 

between every logic[1], clock distribution ,clock skew [2]. 
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1.5 Wave Pipelined Technique: 

Wave pipelined technique was first introduced by Cotten [3] Wave pipelining is a design technique for 

increasing the throughput of a digital system without introducing pipelining registers between adjacent 

combinational logic blocks shown in Figure.2 

 

 
           

Fig. 2: Wave Pipelined Architecture   

 

The clock period of the wave pipelined system is not only depend on longest path delay its also depends on 

shortest path delay i.e) the delay difference between longest and shortest path delay also setup, hold time and 

clock skew is taken into the account given in equation (2).  

 

TCLK = TSETUP + THOLD +(DMAX - DMIN) + TSKEW           (2) 

 

Like conventional pipelined techniques only one wave is propagated between every register stages where in 

wave pipelined since intermediate register removed multiple waves shown in Figure.3 transferred between input 

and output register. The path delay between input to output register can adjusted by proper clocking[4] of 

register, CAD tools delay balancing algorithm [5],pair wise algorithm[6],self tuned delay circuits[7][8], Control 

circuit to adjust the critical path[9]etc. 

 

 
            

Fig. 3: Wave Pipelined System with multiple Waves 

 

Wave pipelined techniques enjoyed with following advantages [10] compared to conventional pipelined 

techniques due to the intermediate storage elements (latches/registers) in wave pipelined is removed 

i) Clock distribution and clock skew problem reduces this  allow wave pipelined circuits works at higher 

clock rate  

ii) the area of digital circuit became smaller  

iii)Multiple waves are propagated between logic, hence speed of operation is increased  

iv) Over all latency can reduced because intermediate register setup and hold times are not added  

v) Difference between (DMAX - DMIN) is adjustable by equalizing the path delay 

The main drawback of wave pipelined technique  is unequal propagation delay between input and output 

register. This delay can be equalized by complex algorithm (CAD tools), clocking the register by correct 

functionality [9]. 

The operating speed and efficiency of the wave pipelined system can be improved by three ways 

1.Adjusment of clock period 

2.Adjustment of clock skew 

3. Equalize the path delays 

 

1.5.1 Temporal And Spatial Diagram Of Wave Pipelined Systems:  

Figure 4. Shows a typical combinational logic circuit along with input and output registers. Figure.5 depicts 

the data flow graph through the combinational circuit. The skew between the input and output registers is 
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denoted as δ. At the beginning of each clock cycle, data is fed into the combinational logic block through the 

input register. A number of paths may exist between the inputs and output of a logic block. A change in the 

input causes the output to change after a delay of [Dmin Dmax] through the shortest and longest path, respectively. 

The shaded regions (bounded by Dmin and Dmax) depict the periods where the logic levels of the logic block vary 

with time. The non shaded areas depict the stable duration of the logic block.    

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Combinational Logic Circuit 

 
Fig. 5: Timing Constraints 

 

In the conventional system, the output register is clocked in the non-shaded region and the minimum clock 

period, Tclk, is chosen to be greater than Dmax. In the wave pipelined system, the clock period is chosen to be 

(Dmax -Dmin) + clocking overheads such as setup time, hold time, etc. To ensure correct operation, δ should be 

adjusted so that the active clock edge occurs in the stable period. As the shaded region increases with increase in 

the logic depth, while the operating clock frequency should be reduced with increase in logic depth. Moreover, 

to maximize the frequency of operation of the wave pipelined system, the difference (Dmax-Dmin) is 

minimized by equalizing the path delays. Hence, adjustment of the clock period, clock skew (δ), and 

equalization of path delays are the three tasks required for maximizing the operating speed of the wave-

pipelined circuit. All three tasks require the delays to be measured and altered if required. 

 

Vedic Multiplier Design: 

2.1. Combinational 16 × 16 VEDIC Multiplier design: 

The Combinational architecture of 16 × 16 Vedic Multiplier shown in Figure.6, implemented through four 

8×8 Vedic multipliers. Each 8×8 Vedic multiplier consists of 4×4 & 2×2 Vedic multiplier. The combinational 

logic circuit of 4×4 & 2×2 Vedic multiplier is sown in Figue.7 & Figure.8. 2×2 Vedic multiplier is the basic 

building block of to construct and design n×n Vedic multiplier, Figure.9 shows the combinational logic circuit 

diagram of 2×2 Vedic multiplier. 
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Fig. 6: 16×16 Vedic Multiplier 

 

 
Fig. 7: 4×4 Vedic Multiplier   

 

 
Fig. 8: 2 × 2 Vedic Multiplier 

 

           

           

           

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9: 2 × 2 Vedic Multiplier combinational Logic circuit 
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16 × 16 Vedic Multiplier simulation output: 

The simulation output of 16 × 16 Vedic Multiplier shown in Figure.10.The combinational Vedic multiplier 

will have two inputs and one output depending upon the present input only. The output will be the product of 

those two inputs.  The inputs are 16-bitwidth and the output is obviously double the input bit width (32-bits). 

The simulation shows the result of the test bench written for the combinational Vedic multiplier. 

 

 

 

            

             

             

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

 Fig. 10: 16×16 Vedic Multiplier simulation output  

 

2.2. Three stage Pipelined 16 × 16 Vedic Multiplier Design: 

Pipelined is the technique where the combinational logic is divided into smaller combinational logic circuits 

and register / latch is inserted between the every smaller combinational logic circuit. The size of the Pipelined 

stage is depends upon the number of latches/register inserted between the logic. Figure. 11 shows three stage 

Pipelined 16 × 16 Vedic Multiplier. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11: Three stage 16×16 Vedic Pipelined Multiplier  

 

Three stage Pipelined 16 × 16 Vedic Multiplier simulation output: 

The simulation output of 16 × 16 Pipelined Vedic Multiplier shown in Figure.12. The 3-stage pipelined 

Vedic multiplier will have two inputs and a positive edge clock and active low reset signals and one output. The 

output will be the product of those two inputs for each clock pulse when there is no active reset signal.  The 

inputs are 16-bitwidth and the output is obviously double the input bit width (32-bits). Since the design is 

pipelined the output of each stage will be depending upon the output of the register in the previous stage. For 
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each positive edge of the clock the input will be fed to the multiplier and after one complete propagation delay 

the first output will be attained at the output ie., after three clock cycles as the design is 3-stage pipelined 

architecture, whereas the next consecutive outputs( second, third,…) will be attained in the consecutive clock 

cycles. The simulation shows the result of the test bench written for the 3-stage pipelined Vedic multiplier. 

 

            

            

            

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

            

            

          

Fig. 12: Three stage Pipelined 16×16 Vedic Multiplier simulation output 

 

2.3. Wave Pipelined 16 × 16 Vedic Multiplier design:  

           

 
 

Fig. 13: Wave Pipelined 16×16 Vedic Multiplier             

                     

Wave Pipelined is the technique where the intermediate latches / registers is used in Pipelined technique 

between every combinational logics are removed. Since the intermediate register / latches are removed the area 

of Wave Pipelined architecture becomes less and multiple waves are propagated between the combinational 

logic. The wave pipelined architecture of 16 × 16 Vedic Multiplier design shown in Figure.13 

 

Wave Pipelined 16 × 16 Vedic Multiplier simulation output: 

The simulation output of Wave Pipelined 16 × 16 Vedic Multiplier shown in Figure.14. The wave pipelined 

Vedic multiplier will have two inputs and a positive edge clock and active low reset signals and one output. The 

output will be the product of those two inputs for each clock pulse when there is no active reset signal.  The 

inputs are 16-bitwidth and the output is obviously double the input bit width (32-bits). Since the design is 

pipelined the output of each stage will be depending upon the output of the register in the previous stage. For 

each positive edge of the clock the input will be fed to the multiplier and after one complete propagation delay 

the first output will be attained at the output ie., after two clock cycles as the design is wave pipelined 

architecture, whereas the next consecutive outputs( second, third,…) will be attained after the same number of 

clock cycles. The simulation shows the result of the test bench written for the wave pipelined Vedic multiplier 
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Fig.14: Wave Pipelined 16×16 Vedic Multiplier simulation output 

 

Results: 

The 16×16 Vedic multiplier is designed and synthesized with target device Virtex4 xc4vlx25 -12-ff668. 

According to synthesis report the performance of 16×16 Vedic multiplier in Combinational style design, three 

stage Pipelined design, Wave Pipelined design is compared with different parameter and shown in table below  

 

Parameters 
Combinational  
16 × 16 Vedic multiplier 

3-Stae Pipelined 16 × 16  
Vedic multiplier 

Wave pipelined 16 × 16 
Vedic multiplier 

BELS (LUTs) 1002 1027 1055 

Slices (Registers) 388 404 415 

Delay 16.861ns 3.769ns 9.499ns 

Frequency - 265.308MHz 105.269MHz 

Power 278.26mW 282.18mW 276.09mW 

 

Conclusion And Future Work: 

This paper presents a 16X16 Vedic multiplier design – “Urdhva Tiryakbhyam Sutra” based on Vedic 

mathematics in Combinational style design, three stage Pipelined design and Wave Pipelined design also its 

performance is compared with different parameters. In future Pipelined and Wave pipelined Vedic multiplier 

performance can be evaluated by applying in Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter for the Bio signal Filtering 

operation. 
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